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Abstract. The mathematical problem of reconstructing the unknown variable conductivity of an 
isotropic medium from a knowledge of boundary currents and voltages is an active area of 
mathematical research. In terms of impedance imaging the analytical problem is essentially the 
question ‘is there only one conductivity distribution which could have produced this set of 
measurements?’ In mathematical parlance this is an ‘identification problem’ or ‘inverse problem’ 
for an unknown coefficient in an elliptic partial differential equation. Recent results have come 
close to settling the analytical problem. Kohn and Vogelius have shown that the piece-wise 
analytic conductivity distributions can be identified by boundary measurements and Sylvester and 
Uhlmann have shown that a smooth conductivity can be identified in the three-dimensional case 
and, provided the conductivity is close enough to uniformity, in the two-dimensional case also. 
The practical numerical problem of designing a numerical algorithm is far from completely 
understood. Mathematically the problem is one of solving a non-linear functional equation. A 
common numerical technique for tackling this type of problem is to employ the Newton-Raphson 
method. This approach is considered in this paper and compared with some of the algorithms 
appearing in the bioengineering literature. It is observed that, to varying degrees, these methods 
approximate the Newton-Raphson method. 

1. Introduction 

In this paper we discuss the problem of reconstructing an unknown variable conductivity 
distribution of an isotropic medium from a knowledge of boundary currents and voltages. 
This problem is an active area of mathematical research but the work has been largely 
motivated by the geophysical problem of ‘electrical prospection’ rather than medical 
impedance imaging. This difference in perspective together with the ‘language gap’ between 
the two disciplines has meant that mathematicians and bioengineers have worked largely in 
ignorance of each other’s progress. 

This paper is an attempt to bridge the gulf by explaining some of the recent mathematical 
developments and their relevance to impedance imaging. We also review some of the 
algorithms proposed in the bioengineering literature and compare them with the standard 
mathematical techniques for solving non-linear inverse problems. This is enlightening in 
that it validates the techniques that are used and in some cases suggests improvements. 

2. Formulation 

We will make the simplifying assumption that direct current is used so that the impedance 
can be considered purely resistive. Maxwell’s equations then give the following relationship 
between the electric potential @ and the conductivity distribution c on the region D 
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If CT has some positive lower bound c, (that is a(x) 2 c > 0 for any x in the domain D), 
then equation (1) is a homogeneous elliptic partial differential equation. If the conductivity 
is known, the potential can be recovered from a knowledge of its value U on the boundary aD 
of D, or (up to the addition of an unknown constant) from a knowledge of the current 
j = aV9.n on aD (n denotes the outward unit normal to aD). These are the well known 
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary value problems for the partial differential equation (1). 

The data which we are able to measure in impedance imaging are pairs of corresponding 
boundary voltage and current measurements (uJ). It is actually irrelevant for this 
formulation whether one applies the currents and measures the voltage or vice versa, 
although it is of great practical importance. We seek to recover the conductivity from this 
data. 

We will define the Forward Problem (see figure 1) associated with equation (1) to be that 
of deducing the relationship between the boundary voltages and currents for a given 
conductivity. This problem is well understood and fairly simple to solve numerically. This is 

I Voltage-to-current mapping 

Interior 
potential 

Dirichlet Neumann 
problem problem 

Figure 1. Definition of the Forward problem. 

because once the conductivity is specified, the Dirichlet problem can be solved to find @ and 
hencej. Similarly, given the boundary current one can solve the Neumann problem to find @ 
and hence U. (The arbitrary constant which appears when solving the Neumann problem can 
be ignored as in practice one measures voltage differences). Consequently U defines a unique 
voltage-to-current mapping (the Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping) P, where P,  (U) = j  and P,  
is invertible except for some arbitrary constant. We will sometimes refer to P, as ‘the 
boundary data’. 

The ‘Forward Problem’ F can now be restated (see figure 1) as ‘deduce P, from U’ and the 
‘Inverse Problem’ in which we are interested is that of finding U when only P, is known. 

3. The Inverse Problem 

The first question that one must ask is whether P, actually contains enough information to 
deduce v.  That is, do different conductivities always produce different boundary data? We 
will use the terminology U, and o2 can be distinguished by boundary measurement when 
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Pal f PU2. This means that there is at least one boundary voltage distribution U such that 
P,,(u) + Pol (U) (or equivalently there is no boundary current j such that P;’ (j) and 
P;’ ( j )  differ only by a constant). 

This inverse. problem was first studied by A P Calderon (19801 who showed that the 
mapping F (see figure 1) defined by Fta) = P ,  is differentiabie with respect to Q and gave an 

la for the derivative F” when U = 1. This depivative defines the best linear 
to F at some fixed value of Q and we will have more to say about this result 

later when we consider reco ruction algorithms. Calderon also showed that F‘ was 
invertible, which means that two small changes in conductivity can produce the sgme 
change in boundary data. This inverse F - I  is unfortunately no,t wmtinusus (it is unbounded) 
and we cannot deduce from Calderon’s result that F is invertible. The practical significance 
of this result is that small changes in the ary data may result from enormous changes in 
the conductivity. This wiY to, anyope who has done either psactical or 
numerical experiments in situation,, typical of inverse or ‘parameter 
identification’ problems, is lled am improperly pmed pmblern. AEtho.gh the 
terminology is somewhat vague, it often refers to a situation in which we wou 
mapping whose. inverse is not continuous. 

To understand this inverse problem more completely it is useful to derive an integral 
equation equivalent to equation (1). Given two potentials a,, e2 for some fixed Q we have, 
using equation (1) 

V*(@,ffV@~);  = ova+ . V G 2  

JQ 4V@1 .V@z = J?D @ , s V G 2 . n  = j i . D ~ l j r  

Integrating over the domain D and using Gauss’ theoIem we sbtain 

If = @* = @ this is just the statement that the total power dissiggted in D is equal to the 
power input acrcm the boundary aD,. The partial differential equation (1) is then equivalent 
to the integral equatiQn 

J,alV&l~= j2D,@ov@~n=j8& (2) 

Note that in this equation @ depends both on 0 and on j (when we want to make this 
dependence explicit we will write @: or P,). If we define 

Q Q J J )  = IW (x)l’ 

for x- in D we can write equation (2) in a form similar to a first kind Fredholm integral 
equation 

JDK@J,x)g(x)dx = SaD wj (3) 
The kernel, K, of this equation is func.tion of 4, the function which we are trying to 

Following Calderon we define Q,(u)  to be the power dissipated when the voltage 
determine, and the equation is therefore non-linear. 

distrib>ution QR the boundary is w :  

Qu(U) =.f~ @lV@;/’ = ~FDUPU,~.) (4) 
It is easy to see that a knowledge of the boundary data P ,  is equivalent to a knowledge of the 
power dissipated, Qo, as follows. Given P,,  Q, is determind by equation (4). Given e,, P,  
can be obtained from 

.fSD uI?,(v) = a teo tu  + 0) e,(. - U)] 
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for any choice of u and U and is therefore uniquely determined. Consequently we can think of 
either Q, or P, as our data set. In practice we will be able to apply some collection of linearly 
independent boundary currents j l  , j , ,  . . , jk and measure the corresponding voltages 
U ] ,  u 2 , .  , , vk. We can then think of the data as a symmetric matrix [QJ where 

Calderon showed that the best linear approximation to the forward mapping F can be 
found as follows. If the conductivity is changed from U to U + 6 then 

where the symbol 0 represents higher order terms. In other words, if the mapping P, is the 
FrCchet derivative of the forward mapping F at conductivity U then 

F l ( 6 )  = j, 61V9i12 (7) 

If we choose to approximate U using some finite dimensional space spanned by 
{ 6 , : k =  1, ...} then 

gives an expression for the Jacobian matrix of F. This is sometimes called the sensitivity 
matrix. 

From the expression (7) we can understand something of the reason for the ‘ill posedness’ 
of the problem. If 6 is highly oscillatory FL(6) might be extremely small and hence the change 
in boundary measurements Q, + - Q,, resulting from changing the conductivity by 6 will be 
small. 

Recently several results have been proved concerning classes of conductivity distribu- 
tions which can be identified by boundary measurements. In a series of papers R V Kohn 
and M Vogelius (1984a,b, 1986) proved that piecewise analytic conductivities in two 
dimensional domains can be distinguished by boundary measurements. Sylvester and 
Uhlmann (1986a,b) have proved that smooth (that is, infinitely differentiable) conductivities 
can be distinguished by boundary measurements in a three-dimensional domain and that 
smooth conductivity distributions sufficiently close to uniformity on a two-dimensional 
domain can also be so distinguished. To prove these results the authors had to consider 
boundary conditions with high spatial frequencies. 

In practical impedance imaging systems the spatial frequency of the boundary conditions 
which we can obtain is limited by how close we can position the electrodes and clearly this 
imposes a limit on the resolution of the technique. Specific information about the resolution 
can be deduced from a formula of Calderon. Consider the complex functions 

u1 = exp [ni(<.x) + n(q .x ) l ,  u2 = exp [nri({.x) - 74q.x)l 

where {and q are vectors such that 5.1 = 0 and = Jq( .  If we are considering perturbations 
from uniform conductivity then u1 and u2 satisfy equation (1) with U =  1. Substituting 
U, + u2 and u1 - u2 for @ in equation (6) we obtain 

5, U1 PI + J  (U2 - S D  P I  ( ~ 2 )  = W<I2 S D  6 ( x )  exp [in<.x]dx 

The right hand side of this expression is 2n2i<128(<) where 5 denotes the spatial Fourier 
transform of 6. This means that if we can apply boundary conditions equal to the real and 
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imaginary parts of u1 and u2 for some spatial frequency 5 then we can detect deviations from 
uniformity with spatial frequency 5. 

4. Regularisation and Newton’s method 

In the formulation which we have outlined we are left with the problem of solving the non- 
linear equation (3), or, in real situations, its discrete version suggested by equation (5). To 
solve a general system of non-linear equations. 

F ( x )  = Y 

where F is a differentiable, vector valued function of the vector x ,  the Newton-Kantorovich 
method is an obvious choice. In this method one starts with an initial guess xo and defines an 
iterative procedure as follows. Given xk obtain a correction 6,  from solving the linear system 

(9) F:, (6,) = Y - F(xk>  

and set 
x k  + I = ‘k + ‘ k  

The proces is repeated until sufficient accuracy is achieved. For convenience we will write 
the derivative of F at xk as Ak. If the number of unknown parameters is not equal to the 
number of independent measurements A ,  will not be a square matrix. In this case we can 
interpret equation (9) in the least squares sense and solve 

A:Ak(6k) = A:b - F(xk)) (10) 

(see Fletcher 1970). 
In our particular problem A,  is a discrete approximation to an integral operator so we 

must employ some form of regularisation to ensure that the solutions remain bounded. There 
are many methods of achieving this. In general one chooses a weighting function w ( x )  which 
is large for ‘undesirable’ x and one minimises 

IIAk(sk)  - Y + F ( x k ) l i 2  + ak w ( x k )  

where E,  is a ‘regularisation parameter’. If w ( x )  = /Ix1l2 one can write the equation (10) as 

6, = (&I, + ak1)-l A T @  - F(Xk)) (1 1) 
Many variations on this kind of regularised Newton’s method exist (see for example, 

The impedance image reconstruction algorithm tried by Nakayama et a1 (1981) is exactly 
Marquardt (1963), Powell (1970) and Fletcher (1970)). 

one iteration of the regularised Newton method defined by equation ( 1  1). 

5. Truncated series expansion and back-projection 

There is an alternative strategy for regularising functional equations. Rather than penalising 
the ‘undesirable’ functions by introducing a weighting function, one can simply not consider 
the undesirable functions as possibilities at all! Roughly speaking the idea is to express the 
unknown function, 6 in our case, in terms of a sequence of functions which are, in some sense, 
increasingly hard to recover numerically 

N 

k = O  
6 =  1 aka, 

Given the limitations of experimental measurement and errors in computer arithmetic, 
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Electrodes 

Figure 3. Current stream-Lines. The basis 
function U, = 1 on shaded region. 
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We will number each pair of electrodes 1 to N (see figure 2) and call the voltage difference 
between bhe mth pair of electrodes, when the nth pair is driven, U,,. The potential when the 
nth electrode pair is driven is Qn and the regions between the equipotentials which end on the 
electrodes in the pair m, is Dmn. If we assume for simplicity that a unit current is applied to 
the drive electrode pairs then U,, = Qmn. 

The sensitivities Sr or 
partial derivatives are given by 

The function which is 1 on D,, and zero elsewhere we will call 

qy=-- 2 e m ,  - SD,, V@m * VQ" 344 
It can be shown that for a given fixed (m,n), (that is, a row of the sensitivity matrix) the 

biggest sensitivity coefficient is S:;. This is essentially what Tarassenko (1985) found 
experimentally in his thesis. Since the other conductivities are not negligible, Barber and 
Brown's algorithm might be improved by considering them. For more information on the 
structure and sparsity of this sensitivity matrix we refer the reader to Buonocore et al(l981) 
who analysed a similar matrix for 'straight line' tomography techniques. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper we have attempted to place impedance imaging in some sort of 
mathematical context. We have demonstrated how standard mathematical techniques for 
the analysis of non-linear ill-posed inverse problems can be used as a basis for reconstruction 
algorithms. Practical implementation of these schemes is still open to considerable 
investigation and we are currently developing one such approach. However, we have tried 
here to show the limited ways in which it has already been achieved in some current 
algorithms, and to suggest possible methods for their improvement. 
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